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“My art is abstract expressionism. My process is deeply rooted in emotion. The canvas is akin to an open stage in which 
an improvisational act will take place. It’s vulnerable yet highly charged with the unknown expression of where this 
experience may lead. The choices of color, texture, application, and composition are intrinsic, deliberate, palpable, 
bold, and most important, honest to the emotional experience in the moment, without any question. Each piece I 
create for a space is influenced by my direct relationship with the space. How does this space make me feel? What 
does it communicate? What is the component that identifies its uniqueness, and how can we bring even more life to 
this uniqueness? For example, in this particular picture there is a warm, airy, and contemporary fluidity to it. It also 
has many earth tones with spectacular oceanic views. The choice for above the mantel—three colorful, swirling, fluid 
acrylics—was to brighten the overall focal point, actually emphasizing the beautiful stones in the mantel because of the 
contrast. The larger piece has a very contemporary and abstract quality accentuated by a sparkling golden frame and 
plays well with its immediate interior surroundings as well as has a deeper resonance with the ever-changing, twisting 
seascape and glistening sun bouncing off the water.” 
—SCOTT BOWE, ARTIST

ART: Scott Bowe, Supernal Acumen, acrylic on canvas, 30” x 30” & Marvel Series of 3, acrylic on canvas, 12” x 12” each                 
BUILDER: Breakwater Design & Build
FIREPLACE: Freshwater Stone
STAGING: The Styled Home
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Q. YOU WERE AN ACTOR BEFORE YOU BECAME AN 
ARTIST. WHAT WAS THAT TRANSITION LIKE, AND HOW 
IS VISUAL ART SIMILAR TO PERFORMING ART?
A. From a very young age I’ve always been very 
impressionable in terms of sensory input from the world. 
I think that’s what drew me to acting, and it came quite 
naturally. I saw things in colors a lot when I was a child, and I 
still do today, of course. They all represent different emotions 
to me, so even when I was an actor, it would always be this 
massive explosion of colors or a composition of colors that 
created a scene. What the two have in common is that, 
whether you’re painting with colors or you’re acting out a 
scene with somebody or doing a monologue, you’re expressing 
that intrinsic art that we all hold inside ourselves, and it’s just a 
matter of what medium you choose to demonstrate it through. 
I specifically notice it because I’m an abstract expressionist, 
which means that, when I step up to that canvas, I don’t know 
what’s going to happen. I can absolutely go back and say it is 
just like improv, which I studied in Los Angeles. When you get 
up on stage, you don’t know what’s going to happen. There’s 
a certain feeling that goes along with that, and that feeling, 
for me, is a color. It’s a very vulnerable place to be, but at the 
same time it’s a perfect place for creation.

Q. WHAT KIND OF MUSIC DO YOU LISTEN TO WHILE 
YOU’RE PAINTING?
A. My process is highly impacted by the music I’m listening 
to. Actually, the two go hand in hand. There is a musical 
quality to my art, at least when I view it through my paradigm. 
Whether it’s trance or kind of chill music, or ‘70s rock and roll, 
it doesn’t matter, but it’s a vehicle that allows me to move 
the paint in the directions that become part of the orchestra, 
per se, of what I’m creating. I like reggae a lot. It puts me in a 
very peaceful, quiet state, and when I say quiet, that doesn’t 
necessarily mean a void of emotion or a void of introspection. 

Q. HAS THERE BEEN AN EVOLUTION IN YOUR 
PAINTING?
A. When I first started painting, there was so much I wanted to 
say. It’s kind of like seeing a friend that you were best friends 
with a long time ago. You haven’t seen that person for five 
or 10 years, and you just want to say and hear everything all 
at once. I was all over the place, experimenting with different 
mediums, and textures, and ideas, and thoughts. But you 
kind of hear your own voice after a while, and then I started 
to follow that voice, and it has brought me down to a more 
consistent theme. Even though it’s still abstract expressionism, 
there’s still more continuity to it than there was at the 
beginning.

Scott Bowe was born in Fairfield County, Connecticut. His family relocated to Maine in his early teens, and he attended Waynflete School in Portland. 
After graduation he was accepted to Semester at Sea, during which he circumnavigated the globe, visited nine countries, and discovered his passion for 
art. After college, Scott moved to California to become an actor, studying at the famous Groundlings School and appearing in films, commercials, and 

print ads. But Maine and his desire to make art called him back to the state he calls home, where he now lives with his wife and twin daughters.

On Location, acrylic on canvas, 20” x 30”
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